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Download Guests can't request updates! Radiation island - action in a parallel dimension, which turned out to be the main character in a strange scientific experiment. The place where he was, crawls with monsters and zombies, so the character will have to survive in a hostile environment. To do this, you need to look for food, shelter and
weapons, because the enemies do not sleep and want death to the main character. Also, the user will create equipment from different materials, perform exciting tasks and explore the island in search of a way home. Unknown marine area, several mysterious islands like Robinson on a desert island, as self-sufficient as belly, as grazing
various things, many young people cherished this vision. However, the survival of the island only dare to experience the dream thing, and now this idea in hand travel must be achieved. Radiation Island is a disaster-based survival puzzle game designed by atypical games. Players collide and encounter primitive creatures and scary
creatures on a desert island, surviving and ridding the island of puzzles. It is not easy to live, but to cherish the line, let's enter this unscientific world! - APKAward.com Some twists of the history of the game strange, tells the story of the beginning of World War II in 1939, the notorious 701 division of the Japanese Empire, the Ninth
Technical Department began work in order to create huge ground transport devices for their invasion of the high mobility unit transport channels. Two years later, a transmission device was built on a small archipelago that used electromagnetic effects to distort space-time and achieve quantum invisibility, which was subsequently tested
for transmission, but as a result the entire island disappeared from the air together with the inhabitants of the island! Players play the role of a crew member on the frigate USS Elderridge. During the electromagnetic experiment, he went through time and space on an island that disappeared due to an electromagnetic experiment. In
addition to survival, the player had to explore the island and solve an open puzzle, restart the electromagnetic experiment, return to normal space-time. The game begins with a movie trailer, thunder and lightning in a non-stop makeover, giving a sense of time and space disorder. When still, we can see the game exquisite image
production. The light and shadow effect of using very good, the details are also very well characterized, it is difficult to imagine that this is a mobile game. At the same time the background music is filled with a strange atmosphere, a huge island only the player lives, can not help but make people nervous. The game is full of sensory
operation, feel very smooth, the player slides left and right side of the screen to control the direction and perspective, touch the attack button to attack, Also, in the game all the action can be a long click or a short click on the object, a button to run, these in the beginner tutorial will get a detailed introduction, so getting started is not difficult,
but learning to work is only the first step in life. The game requires players in the open world for a grim survival adventure, horror and a changing reality atmosphere overwhelmed. Players need to hunt for food, look for everything that can be used to survive props, but this place is full of crises, wanting to survive is not easy, collecting and
synthesis is actually the main content of the game. By collecting simple materials, players can create a variety of advanced props such as weapons, traps, tools and clothing. As the game progresses, players can also create many modern items on this uninhabited island, of course, all the tools must be processed on the original resources,
players can use the game of cutting firewood, hunting, scavengers, mining and other ways to get all the processed resources. In the game, the player's enemies are not only bad weather, primitive animals on the island and all sorts of monsters mutated due to radiation, pose a deadly threat. Some enemies move fast, some enemies in
groups, and some enemies will spray the poison from afar, even if the player is fully armed and difficult to deal with. Fortunately, many enemies find the player moves inexplicably stagnating for a short period of time, giving the player the full ability to attack, then the player's weapons and attack tools becomes very important, and some
long-range weapons, including the game Late Guns can provide good security for the players. With all the skills to survive, we can try to explore the world. The history of radiation island is based on diary documents found on the way. There will be one transit point in the game. Once detected and marked, the player can use the cards to
instantly move to these places. There are also some interesting tools in this area that will help the travel player such as paragliding to fly in the sky and canoes used to cross the ocean. It is important to note that players should not forget to wear a radiation suit and carry enough drugs other than storing basic food when studying, because
radiation and infection are equally dangerous in the game. Survival part of this game accounts for a large proportion, but the greatest pleasure comes from it. As mentioned earlier, the game has a rich and varied of tools, but an endless stream of danger, hunger, cold, darkness is not the only challenge of the game, players face great
difficulties from the fear of the unknown. But opportunities and dangers coexist. These dangerous mutant organisms can also provide us with a surviving capital. We can also do this step by step, learn the secrets of the island precisely because we have experienced various ordeal tests will allow us to understand more about the fear of
nature. People, of course, are born with fear and expectation of unknown things. Strangeness and curation make our heart worry. The walk through the quaint world of Radiation Island is even more unique. Overall, the game is one of the few first-person adventures in hand called a rare masterpiece, a story of a game step-by-step, an
intriguing story, whether it's a free style of exploration or an expressive picture worth trying, not to mention the open world of the game, so that the challenges of survival become exciting and interesting. The game is not hard to start as a survival game player, if you are installing this job then survival puzzles at the same time, be sure to
enjoy the charming scenery! Description : Radiation Island is an action game with survival elements, good graphics and gameplay that will not bore fans of activity in the open world. The main character participated in an experiment in Philadelphia and was thrown on the island in an alternate universe. It is necessary to ensure everything
necessary to avoid death from hunger and teeth of local predators. And then you start exploring an area where there are many more dangerous creatures than normal animals. There are also anomalies that don't leave character and wet spots with pleasure. That's why you have to be as careful as possible while walking. Modradiation-
island-v1-2-3-mod.apkData - OBBcom.atypicalgames.radiationisland.zipCache Way: SD/Android/Obb Vous n'tes pas suffisamment divertisment and amus' rated radiation island 1.2.3 Apk Alors peut-Ethre que le moment est venu d'essayer de suivre d'autres applications sur le Web qui se sp'cialisent dans la cr'ation de contenu un peu
monotone mais capable d'obtenir des regards de tous et divers. Nous parlons d'une app comme Phantasmat Behind the mask 1.0 Full Apk and data for Android, Micro Machines 1.0.4.0002 Apk - Android Data, Fetty Wap Nitro Nation Stories 4.08.02 Apk Data Mod Android, Pip and Pit 1.0.4 Apk - Coins for Android, Card Wars - Adventure
Time 1.11.0 APK - MOD - DATA for Android, . Telesizer Radiation Island 1.2.3 Apk - Mod (Unlocked) - Data Pour Android 2020 Apk donate Android La version compl't et Radiation Island 1.2.3 Apk and Mod (Unlocked) - Data Pour Android 2020 Apk MOD sont dispon ici et vous pouvez si vous souhaitez t'l'charger Radiation Island 1.2.3
Apk - Mod (Unlocked) - Data Pour Android 2020 Apk version compl't ou MOD, vous pouvez obtenir ici vo pourtre Android. Vous pouvez t'l'charger Radiation Island 1.2.3 Apk - Mod (Unlocked) - Data Pour Android 2020 MOD Apk et la version compl't de Radiation Island 1.2.3 Apk - Mod (Unlocked) - Data Pour Android 2020 Apk s partir
d'ici. Il suffit de s'lectionner votre version d'Apk et de la t'l'charger. Souvent, nous n'avons pas acc's - Play Store ou certaines apps ne sont pas disponibles dans Play Store, c'est pourquoi toutes ces applications sont disponibles ici. Donc, si vous voulez t'l'charger n'importe quel type de free ou MOD Apk, vous pouvez acc'der - notre site o'
presque tout apk gratuit est disponible. Radiation Island 1.2.9 Apk Mod - OBB Data Paid last is action Android gameDownload the latest version of Radiation Island Apk Mod - OBB Data Paid For Android with a direct referenceRadiation Island - is an android action game made by atypical games that you can install on your Android devices
while enjoying! Radiation Island is a survival adventure game where you craft your own destiny in a vast open world environment. As part of the Philadelphia Experiment, you find yourself in a parallel, alternate reality. Discover this new and mysterious world with all its surprises. Use everything you find to survive and solve your puzzle to
get back into the real world. Follow your own path in an environment of breathtaking beauty and gigantic proportions. Explore huge forests inhabited by dangerous wolves, bears and mountain lions. Explore abandoned villages and old military complexes where zombies guard vital tools, weapons and clues to the mysteries of this world.
You can even swim and dive if you can avoid hungry crocodiles. Hunt wild animals, fish or collect fruit to overcome hunger. Mine for resources and crafts of weapons, tools and basic vehicles. Find hidden treasures, equipment and fire weapons to dominate in a world full of dangers: radiation, anomalies, harsh weather and angry zombies.
Experience a full day-night cycle and face the dangers of darkness and cold. Radiation Island Apk Fashion - OBB DataRadiation Island Apk Mod - OBB DataInstall Instruction :APK set it on your android device.com.atypicalgames.radiationisland copy in Folder android/obb (internal storage) Enter the game and enjoy DLandroid s™'Whats
New: Fixed startup and textural problems on devices. Google Play Play
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